
“If your customer care

satisfy the customer,

the chances for the competitors 

become zero.”

Italian Business Forum & Research Day

Ljubljana, April 09-10, 2024

A prospect says, during a YoDa focus group - 03/04/2024



YoDa - Your Data Ai empowered 

for IT Service Management

We transform raw and scattered data into complete 

deliverables,

ready to make your technical customer service impeccable.



Some Examples

AI is a spice,

not a complete dish



YoDa - Some Examples

Multichannel 

ticket generation

Ticket enrichment 

from the company's 

knowledge base

Routing to the most 

competent department



YoDa - Some Examples

Automatic response to the 

customer

If necessary, I consult with 

an expert and learn while 

responding

Updating the 

knowledge base



Real customer who sent an email to 

support@optiwize.cloud



Customer response, automatically 

generated by YoDa



Internal report, automatically 

generated by YoDa



About 10,000 TLC and ICT companies in Italy, of which 
7,000 are registered with the ROC

Companies in the sector in Europe.

Lookalike markets: all organizations - private and public -
that need to manage relationships with many 
customers/end users:

● healthcare
● e-commerce
● transportation
● etc.

Market



Competitors:
● Customers who prefer to develop AI solutions in-house.
● System Integrators with Telco and AI experience.

BM:
● Agency
● Subscription

Competitors and business model



Distributors, also in white label

Software houses for integrations

Prospects, including public institutions

SAFE (Simple Agreement for Future Equity) investors

Who we would like to meet today



Core Team



Thank you for your time!

website: aifabric.it

e-mail: sales@aifabric.it

Linkedin: linkedin.com/company/aifabric

https://aifabric.it
mailto:sales@aifabric.it
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